TRANSITIONS
paul emmanuel

... it started out as an experiment ... an attempt to hold onto a moment
that has already shifted into something else ...
... scratching away at exposed photographic paper ... what was a lightsensitive surface ... to control the process of drawing with light ...
trying to reveal the image that might have been there ...
... copying my own photographic recordings of transient moments ... in
a vain attempt to uncover what really happened ...

conversations on the transience of light ...
between andré croucamp and paul emmanuel

paul: my desire to have this conversation with you has grown out of all
our fabulous discussions on liminality …
andré: ah yes … the limen … the threshold … at one point you even
thought of using ‘liminality’ or ‘liminal’ in the title of the exhibition …
… to refer to rites of passage … when people cross thresholds …
transitions …
i wanted to capture that liminal moment when something is changing
from one thing to another … a man changing from one thing to another …
… you’re trying to capture that in-between space where categories
become temporarily blurred … taxonomies falter … assumptions are
suspended … and the opportunity for radical change opens up ...
something impossible to capture …

… i understand that liminal moment as a moment when the individual
straddles a threshold … standing in two different realities
simultaneously … male/female, waking/dreaming, power/vulnerability,
healing/suffering, life/death …
… in that moment of change anything is possible for that person …
between worlds … one foot in one and another foot in the other … what
are the possibilities?
life itself is liminal ... an in-between space …
… we are not entirely alive ... what we experience as life exists in some
transitional space between the ideals of life and death ... a phase
transition … a nexus where the trajectories of life and death, order and
chaos, negative entropy and entropy, intersect … a dynamic paradox ...
a lot of my work is like that … it is about holding on and letting go …
while i’m doing it i think about death and being alive, about sleep and
being awake …

the word ‘liminal’ really changed my experience of life ...
… when i learnt of the word … and realised that there was this inbetween state … i experienced some kind of backward propagation of
information through all my memories … like a piece of new code the
word liminal recalibrated my entire life’s experience …
… it freed me from the expectation that everything had to align to
some kind of simple moral binary ...
… it opened up my sexuality to possibilities that went beyond the
conceptual constraints of a singular and exclusive gender identity or
sexual orientation ...
… it turned my dogma and abstract morality into a dynamic ethical
process that embraced complexity and change over time …
… it allowed me to find the power in my weakness …

… staying in that liminal space keeps one removed from the world …
with the viewpoint of the observer … very intimate but very separate …
i am in that liminal space right now … but i need to go through the
transition …
the old alchemical formula ‘solve et coagula’ teaches us that we are
always dissolving and coagulating … are you about to coagulate into
something when this whole process is over?
… mmm … transitions has been very cathartic … a process of moving
on … after completing this work i don’t know what is going to happen
next … it’s very scary … the unknown …

i went into the circumcision with a lot of preconceptions about what it
would be like … blood … crying … drama … but no … there was
tenderness between the child and the surgeon … it didn’t feel abusive
… and yet some people would view it as abusive …
… don’t you wonder who the ritual is for … the baby clearly won’t
remember the loss of his foreskin … he’ll only discover it in retrospect …
i think a rite of passage has to have witnesses for it to work …
… as a witness i experienced a weird kind of intimacy that almost
verged on voyeurism …
… were the witnesses using this cultural performance to limit or to free
the child’s identity choices? … surely the symbols of his culture were
there before he was born … waiting to receive him … to inform him …
without his consent …
… after this series of images the men have no discernable faces …

… I don’t really sense the weight of ritual in the images … they are
more like glimpses … they hint at a context … but the context is lost …
all rites of passage are dramatic … but the arbitrariness of these
images turns them into a fragile dance of light …
... i only capture a gesture … a calligraphic gesture … a shape shifting …
… time acts like a brush stroke through the images …
… the images promise a narrative … but they do not deliver … as you
try to make sense of them you realise they are arbitrary … random …
… or the viewers create whatever narrative they choose to create …

the work has a very personal origin, coming out of my own dark spaces
… as a series of experiences with men over the last ten years …
transitions that represent those experiences ...
... i’ve been affected by men (i think) … this is my emotional response
to loss … all the photographs are about loss … memory and loss …

… contemporary research into memory suggests that what we
experience as the recollection of a memory is more of a reconstruction
... a stimulus in our environment will trigger a series of neural habits …
based on the pre-existing strengths of connections between neurons ...
… in this way the memory is reconstructed from scratch … like a
neural habit rather than something recalled from storage …
… each reconstruction has new nuances … new emphases … random
associations … and even entirely fabricated elements that were absent
from the original event we are trying to recall ... the fabricated
elements of the memory cannot be distinguished from real elements …
… our memories include a large dose of confabulation …
so we’re making it up as we go along … cool bananas!

… i remember being afraid to fall asleep, being afraid of letting go of
today’s consciousness ... the person who wakes up tomorrow is not the
same person …

… there is something about your work that is like sculpting in marble or
in rock ... the image you are left with is a result of the loss of
something rather than the addition of something ...
yes ... i’m really working in a sculpting kind of way, like mezzotint and
drypoint …
… i’ve always worked reductively … working from dark to light … the
way light would reveal something through highlights … the romance of
light falling on a surface …
… it is as if you are reversing the photographic process … projecting
the light from your own memory onto the paper …
… but unlike photography it is not instant … you have to produce the
image over many months …
it takes forever … believe me!
… even though you are trying to reproduce a transient gesture …

your work is incredibly obsessive and yet it is all about impermanence
… letting go … detachment …
… i dunno … i reject the bullshit philosophy of letting go of everything
… the idea that nothing can affect me or touch me … what’s that all
about?
… i don’t understand the skill of detachment as being cold and
unaffected … i still want to connect and resonate with the suffering or
the joy of the person i am with … when i am with someone i want to be
totally present … vulnerable to the engagement … but when i am no
longer in their space i want to be able to let go and move on to the
next intense experience of connectivity ...
… continuing to carr y them in my head is not in any sense a real and
effective connection … it’s just sentimentality … a distraction from
what is going on now … if you keep holding onto them in your head that
is a projection of your own needs … an obsession …
self-obsession … that’s me, babe!

Of Circumcising and Circumscribing
and understanding where I fit in
Robyn Sassen

It was anthropologist Victor Turner who first made the notion of liminality
sexy within the academic world, allowing the potency, magic and
nakedness of the initiate to throw viable light on the reading of nonWestern social practices. Turner was looking at specific and what he
considered to be primitive cultures, which either existed outside the
construct of Western practices or were determined largely by ritual
gesture. In Transitions Paul Emmanuel considers liminality through the
social rituals which frame it – the circumcising of a male baby, the shaving
of the head of an army recruit, the wedding ceremony, dress ritual and a
point of nebulous departure.
While I was working on this essay, I was commissioned to interview Johnny
Clegg, one of South Africa’s foremost crossover musicians. From the mid1970s Clegg represented groundbreaking re-thinking in South African
popular music. Born in England and having lived in Zimbabwe, Zambia and
South Africa, he aligned himself with Zulu traditional music and dance and
became known as the white Zulu. He interviewed well and spoke with
candour of many things; as the publication I was writing for was one with a
primarily Jewish audience and Clegg is of Jewish parentage we spoke of
traditions in both Jewish and Zulu cultures which honour manhood. At 55
Clegg engages with much that made me think of the kernel anachronisms
in Emmanuel’s body of work.
Eighteenth-century French philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau wrote: “Man
is born free and everywhere he is in chains”. Emmanuel’s series of images
relates quintessentially to this, offering a gloss on the set of rules that
make us human and define us in the society we call our own.

His focus draws from within his own broad social values, as white male, but
the images defy direct links and leap off into the ephemeral, giving the
overall statement of Transitions a level of profundity which pushes the
cultural content over into the universal. Understanding the framing of that
liminality provokes an engagement with the personal – I can only look at
these distinguishing anti-liminal gestures Emmanuel represents through my
own cultural values.
Clegg was defined by the Jewish roots of his mother. He was
circumscribed by apartheid rulings which did not allow him to associate
with black people. He disregarded and dismissed these rules, and emerged
as an outsider on many accounts. He refused to have a barmitzvah – a
coming of age acknowledgement for Jewish boys of thirteen. He learnt to
dance and play the guitar in traditions specific to Zulu practice, in the
servants’ quarters adjacent to white-resident buildings and in the men’s
hostels attached to the mines, where Zulu migrants were housed. But he
also followed the paths society had pre-established for him. He married a
Jewish woman. He had two sons. His pattern of breaking tradition was not
perpetuated. At the barmitzvah of his oldest son in 2002 Clegg realised the
value and potency of being brought back into the ritual fold, but refused to
deny his liminal status.
A middle-aged man steps up to make a speech. He puts on his jacket in
order to do so, presenting himself in a particular manner, which is about
respect and convention within Western society, thus consolidating the role
of dress in the equation. It’s a subtle and unobvious gesture, far from that
of circumcising a neo-natal boy, or from marr ying in a religious context or
from having one’s head shorn preparatory to entering the army and, as
such, it is hugely provocative and powerful and becomes an issue of
identification. So, a penis is a signifier, as are hair and clothing. It is what
we do to these things that give us a sense of belonging.

How does one slip the boundaries of liminality and shift from being a
foreigner, a stranger, a creature in exile, to one who belongs within the
society? It’s a complicated set of values, and each culture has its own
initiation imprints that define its members and celebrate qualities it deems
important. In offering these drawings, which probe and reflect transitions
to different stages of life, Emmanuel doesn’t critique the gestures. He
doesn’t critique the society, which is of his own ken. He doesn’t point
political fingers at the forced transition that young white men were
compelled to make through conscription into the national defence force
under apartheid rule. He acknowledges these gestures for the shift in
values and self-identification they represent.
He engages with the freshly circumcised discomfort of the neo-natal, not
that different from the freshly shorn head of the young man about to serve
his country in the army. He is new, he is vulnerable, he has been made by
society to appear in a particular manner.
The final set of images in Emmanuel’s series annotates contemporary
liminality. The hurried and blurred coming and going of nameless, faceless
individuals through a busy turnstile becomes a metaphor for that point just
before transition, just before the initiate is stripped clean preparatory to
being broken or shaved or renamed or ritually extinguished and relit, and
before he becomes a part of a new world.
Charles La Shure comments on the slipperiness of liminality, particularly
out of its ritual context. As Emmanuel articulates, our world is a complex
nexus of values, some of them diluted in context over time, but practised
with unquestioning consistency by communities and individuals, who have
let the ritual elements of their culture go. It’s about holding on to a sense
of stability in a constantly evolving world. “Liminality,” Shure adds, “is
evanescent, like a wisp of smoke in the wind.”

paul: the monumental stature of this guy … while a phantom dances
around him … and changes him …
andré: we like to think that there is an inner self that is coherent and
continuous … but i think this is an illusion ... men in particular have a
need for continuity and coherence … but it is being scratched away all
the time … trying to find the self is like trying to capture the essence
of these images …
… you don’t get the thing you are trying to capture …

i’m interested in romantic notions of photography … capturing a
moment and acknowledging the loss of the moment at the same time ...
… capturing the light on light-sensitive paper … capturing the light that
has bounced off a scenario that one has experienced … that one
believes to have existed …
… but the impossibility of clinging to something …

… I don’t believe that there is an entity that inhabits or ghosts the
brain/body complex ... there is only the process of the constantly
changing relationships in a peculiar arrangement of energ y, matter and
information …
there are habits ... yes ... patterns … performances even … that
produce a temporary locus of feedback … like your repetitive scratches
they hint at something that is not really there …

... your technique requires a huge amount of perseverance …
making the drawing is laborious and repetitive … almost meditative …
it is predictable over small areas, but the mark changes according to
the surface you are describing … i am trying to seduce the viewer into
my experience of that surface …
... the actual act of drawing this intensely for such long hours must
change you physically …
at one point i hadn’t drawn for a week ... my muscles returned to
normal ... when i started again i was in tremendous pain …

… a focus on form tends to create the impression that we are somehow
parachuted into a pre-existent reality, when in fact we are completely
embedded in the relationships that make up the universe ... we are
grown out of these relationships and continue to exist in relationships
of mutual influence ... and we will dissolve out of these relationships
into nothing ...

… the photographs that you work from seem to be very spontaneous,
with very little interpretation …
the images are captured in a documentary kind of way … always from
one viewpoint … like i’m riveted to the earth, witnessing something
unfolding … transfixed by the spectacle … by something quite simple …
… then … when i get the contact sheet my eyes sweep over the
photographs … in literally five seconds i see the image i want … my
consciousness usually objects … i have to justify the choice to myself …
… the moment i try to direct things consciously it doesn’t work … this
is especially true of the last two series of images …

… the liminal world of train stations … always in transit … coming from
somewhere … going somewhere else …
you can spend your life in train stations … a perpetual ride … getting
on … getting off …
… or standing still on the platform … letting it all swirl around you …
this is where life comes to you … then leaves you … so close to people
yet so alienated …
maybe you’ll get a glimpse … but it’s always only a glimpse …

… the station images are purely documentary … nothing i had control
over … my vision got lost … the images i ended up using were not the
ones i imagined using at all …
… my vision dissolved …
… lost in the indeterminacy of it …
my fixation with the person is lost in the crowd …
it’s the most powerful series of images … people forced through a
funnel … all the people are ghosts … i left the shutter open and its
almost as if they have become vapour …
… the whole rationale comes to an end … in the end you embrace the
death of it …
… dissolution rather than death …
like all attempts to capture essence … your project inevitably fails …

… pure being … has no diversity, or difference, within … cannot be
distinguished from anything without … is not determined by anything …
... has no intelligible content … is the indeterminate immediate …
... is no thing … is nothing …
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Overleaf: Digital time-lapse still from the film 3 SAI A Rite of Passage.
Courtesy Format Digital Production © Paul Emmanuel 2008.
Originally conceived as an artwork for Transitions, 3 SAI A Rite of Passage is a short, creative
documentary in the nonverbal genre. The film has no plot and no script. It is a poetic sequence
of high-quality footage documenting the head-shaving rituals of young recruits at Third South
African Infantry Battalion (3 SAI) in Kimberley, South Africa. Combined with evocative landscape
imagery, time-lapse and slow-motion cinematography and a compelling soundtrack, this elegiac
presentation of an annual male rite of passage asks us to re-examine these poignant moments
of transition in masculine identity and consider what is captured and what is lost ...
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